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A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Healthy Living | Part 2 of 3
Editor's Note- This story represents the second in a series looking at health
and fitness at the University. Today, we look at mental health and stress
management. The next story will discuss nutritional health.

February 3,2010
Volume 104. Issue 89
WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Work with time,
not against it
Learning to manage
time wisely can be
beneficial for students
in more ways than one

'

Students struggle
to overcome stress
ByNkokKrofa
Reporter

| Pag.3
Listen to many,
don't fall for
just anything
There are many
conspiracy theories out
there but people should
reabe that no one person
or group of people can
rule; the world is simply
too big. says columnist
Hamaf3bela|Page4

Haiti still in
turmoil
Convoy attacked while
delivering food to
those in need after the
earthquake in Haiti, and
many are still homeless,
jobless and in mourning
| Pace 9

Falcon gets a
'quick' start
Freshman Jeanette
Pettigrew finds early
success on the BG
track team| Page 6

Falcon women
tame Huskies
Tara Breske had a teamhigh 16 points, and
Lauren Prohaska added
15. as BG beat NIL! 85-67
last night
|Page6

With the transition of living away
from home, tuition, the price of textbooks, homework, exams and trying
to find a job, college can be a stressful
time for students.
"There is always stress in college. It
just comes with the territory," said
Faith Yingling. director of VVUnCtt
Connection.
There are many ways to prevent
stress.
"The most important thing is just
to take care of yourself," Yingling
said. "Exercise is a great stress reliever. It doesn't have to be going for a
run. It can be playing basketball,
roUerblading, or anything you enjoy"
Eating well is also important.
Yingling said
"hist starting off the day well, with
a good breakfast, can help a lot" she
said.
Yingling
said
relaxation techniques such as
meditation, yoga, and deep
breathing
can
also
help
prevent stress from building up.
"Just taking a few minutes to step away from the
situation can make a world of
difference," she said.
Yingling said the Recreation and
Wellness Center provides many preventative measures to students. They
offer late night events such as the
Stress Free Zone, intramural and dub
sports, personal trainers, group exercises arid yoga.
But, even if one is already feeling
overwhelmed there are many ways
to handle stress.
IVclioldgiMStd'anillatluuv.iysikl
there are some basic ways people can
deal with stress. They can try getting
enough sleep, avoiding excessive
amounts of alcohol finding relaxing
activities and staying connected with
friends and family, she said.
"The more things you have to handle stress, the better off you wfl be."
she said. "Don't wait till youre already
stressed to try to think of new ways of
handling it"
Junior Alesia Hill said she has her
own list of ways to handle stress.
"When Inn stressed I pray, talk to
my mom, do the robot or have a
dance party by myself, watch the
See STRESS |
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STRESSING OUT
■ Physical Symptoms of
Stress:
Headaches
Fatigue
Stomach upsets
Insomnia
Appetite changes
Weight changes
■ Emotional Symptoms:
Mood swings
Anxiety
Depression
Irritability
Nightmares
■ Ment.il Symptoms:
Forgerfurlness
Confusion
Boredom
Poor Concentration
■ Relational Symptom*:
Isolation
Resentment
Distrust
■ Ways to Deal with
Stress:
Watch a funny movie
Laugh
Spend time alone
Listen to music
Dance
Sing
Read
Maintain a sense of humor
Make a to-do list
Keep a journal
Call a friend
■ Counseling Center
Offers:
Group counseling
Individual counseling
Stress management
workshops
Online Screenings
■ Walk-in Hours:
Monday through Thursday
1:30-4 p.m. in 422 Conklin
Sources: Faith Yingling,
director of Wellness
Connection, and Stefani
Hathaway,
psychologist

COURTNEY STEUAR

By Jason Henry
Assistant City Editor

of the new equipment will be
manufactured by Xerox.
This means the University
The University's program to will not own printers anymore,
reduce costs and eventually said Dave Kielmeyer, senior
charge for printing began this director of communications.
Because of this, students and
semester, but not in the way
some students might have departments will have to pay
an undetermined per-page
expected.
While the Print Responsibly cost but it will be less than
program has started, the most competitive prices in the
actual charging will not begin market. Petryshak said.
He said the price for color
until next fall.
"Well, the confusion could printing will also be greatly
have been that we did say reduced.
According to the Print
that the project was going to
start in January, and it did," Responsibly Web site, the price
said Bruce Petryshak, chief will only be used to cover the
information officer. "But that University's costs for printing,
could have been interpreted there will not be a markup.
Saving money is just part of
that it would all be running
and active. Something this the program's overall goal, the
large, when started, it takes a program is also a green initiative, Petryshak said,
while to Ifullyl implement."
ComDOC
dismantles
One goal of the program
is to reduce costs associated its equipment, saves parts
with power, paper and ink that can be reused and
consumption. This is being recycles instead of disposing in
done through a contract with landfills. The packaging for
ComDoc, an independent their consumables is also envicompany which will handle ronmentally friendly.
Petryshak
said
the
the equipment and supplies
and supply three full-time staff University uses at least 70
members for maintenance. All million pages of paper a

I

MOLLY POTTKOTTER
RehnmPre-Biysid Therapy
" From Kroger's."

| Page 4

See DINING | Page 2

year, not including paper
used by non-networked
printers. He said the target for the beginning of the
program is to reduce by 10
million pages.
By using more efficient hardware, the program will also
reduce energy consumption.
The University's total
estimated savings created by
the program is SI.5 million
a year.
The program's effect on
students
The student side of the printing program is currently being
tested on a small scale internally, though the software is
already installed in the labs.
During the summer, the
program will go in to place,
but students will still not have
to pay.
This dry run will be used
to monitor and fix any errors
before the actual launch in
Fall 2010.
To print, a student will just
need to sign in to a computer
with their BGSU username and
See PRINTING | Page 2

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Two local businesses robbed in the past four days

By Andrew Farr
Reporter

Where do you think
the University's food
comes from?

Two area businesses have been
robbed since Sunday morning.
BG Carry Out located on East
Wooster Street, was robbed early
Sunday, and Video Spectrum, located
on Washington Street, was robbed
Monday night

COURTNEY STELLAR I THE BG NEWS

FOOD: Sophomore students Taylor Palumbo (left) and Kara Moosan (rtght) enjoy lunch
at Outtakes. The students said they eat on campus often, but know little about the dining
services changes. Both Palumbo and Moosan said they prefer the food from last year

Li. Tony Hetikk of the Bowling
Green Poke Division said it is possible
the robberies are related due to the
proximity of the businesses and the
time frame of the robberies, but the
descriptions of the robber are not
identical m both cases.
According to a BGPD release, the
robber is described as a white male,
approximately 6 foot to 6 foot 2 inches

tall and weighing around 200 pounds.
In both robberies, the suspect has
"threatened or brandished a weapon"
and taken an undisclosed amount of
cash, according to the release
Hetrick said the department will
continue to patrol the area of the rob
beries and "work to deter them with
our presence"
According to the release, the robber
has been targeting businesses that
are open late and have no secunty
cameras.
The BGPD are encouraging businesses to call immediately if they see
anything suspicious in the area
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The University's new Print Responsibly program, which will charge for
printing, is in a testing phase, expected to be fully implemented in fall 2010

Dining Services serves healthy changes
By now, most students, and especially those living on campus,
have probably noticed the makeover University Dining Services
got before the beginning of the
school year. But what many may
be wondering is why exactly
these changes took place.
Last summer, the University
decided to make some changes
with the dining services on campus. UDS contracted the company Chartwells, a food service
supplier that provides management and nutrition specialists to
schools across the nation. While
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CORRECTION

self have social support and ask for and other resources are available
help if its needed
on their Web site
"If youre already overwhelmed it
"Counseling can be helpful for
doesn't neb to be hard on yourself" anyone," Hathaway said "A lot
Hathaway said "The big thing is to of students won't come because
reach out Isolation isn't helpful, let they're not sure if what they're
people help you"
going through is appropriate for
For students who are counseling. But it can help with
feeling overwhelmed,
the a wide variety of things, includCounseling Center offers group ing stress."
counseling, individual counYingfing said it is extremely
seling and stress management important for students to figure out
workshops.Their walk-in hours are what they are feeling overwhelmed
Monday through Thursday, 130 till about in order to alleviate stress.
4 run. in 422 Conklin. Screenings
"If youre worried about find-

STRESS
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From Page 1
'Sound of Muse1 or ay," Hffl said
Taking one task at a lime can also
I u '111 alleviate stress, Hathaway said
"You should list the things you
have to do and only try to tackle one at a time," she said "Use
prioritizing to figure out what to do
first. Dart just do what is easiest or
will take the least amount of time."
Hathaway
said
most
important is to take care of one-

We want to correct all factual errors,
n you think an error has been made,
cat The t&> News at 419-572-6966
Jfl Monday's article "University
donors faculty and staff for IOQ year
commitment.*' nearly 500 people
were present for the faculty and staff
centennial kickoff event, not 150 as
the article stated.

be some sort of accounting
information," Lehmden said.
He said it will likely confirm
the print, the number of pages
and how much it will cost. Prices
are undetermined at this time.
If a printed item jams or
prints incorrectly, a lab monitor
will be able to reprint items for
free.. How this will work in the
residence halls, which will
still be maintained by the
Residential
Commuting
Connection, is still being
worked out, Petryshak said.

PRINTING
From Page 1

password. This means students
who forget to log off in labs
will need to be more careful,
Petryshak said.
The
only
safeguard
against forgetting to log off is
that
computers
do
so
automatically after 10 minutes
of
inactivity,
said
losh
Von
I.ehmden,
support services supervisor.
Upon printing, students
will be given a confirmation
The program's effect on
prompt.
faculty and staff
"We are still working on details The faculty/staff side of the
of what that will be, but it will printing program is being

discussed
with
each
department.
Deb Wells, the director of
client
services/web
development, and I.ehmden
will meet with department
chairs to determine specifics.
Items such as device usage,
work flow and if devices can
be consolidated with new
equipment will be used to
construct a plan to fit the needs
of each department.
"After
we
have
the
meeting with the offices, then
the ComDoc person comes back
and puts together a packet, and
it just shows the information
that was discussed at the 101
meeting with the departments,"

Wells said. "We share that
with them and we have some
communication back and forth,
about some tweaking here and
some tweaking there."
The 50 to 60 departments
that have been met with had an
average of 40% reduction in
equipment, Petryshak said.
"It is also about efficiency,"
said Dave Kielmeyer, senior
communications director. "For
instance, my office has two
laser printers, a copier which
is also our fax machine, and
the boss has an ink jet on her
desk, well that might go down
to two printers, one of which
is also the copier, the scanner
and the fax."
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Cliartwells doesn't actually supply
the food to these schools, they subcontract several local vendors that da
The overall concept behind bringing in Chartwefls to manage UDS
was to make the food on-campus
healthier and more diverse, said Pat
Hannan, executive chef of UDS.
Hannan said the changes give an
advantage to the University as lar as diningmcampuslvbstaftfKchangesthat
so lar have been with the falcons Nest
in the Union, the Sundial at Kreischer
and Outtakes at (Commons
Executive Sous Chef Marissa
Sargent said UDS wants eating on
campus to not only be about the
tbod, but also the experience
"livery day we see a little progress
with this," Sargent said.
Hannan also said the University
plans to get rid of the dining hall at
McDonald, remodel Commons and
buSd a completery new dining center
that wiD offer a unique approach to
food lie said the new dining center
probablv wont open until the end of
2011.
Hannan. who is actually employed
by Oiarrwdls, but works for the
University, said it's really a culture
change for UDS. He said the main goal
of the changes is to get back to scratch
cooking and preparing food that has
health and wetness values.
He said UDS wants to minimize
the "freshmen 15."
"V\e have brought in accomplished
sous chefs who will mn all the outlets
of on-campus dining," Hannan said.
"We want to dose the gap between
management and student workers
in Dining Services in order to educate
workers better in preparing food."
Amorigdiese chefs isTom Lambert,
sous chef al the Kreischer SundiaL
Lambert attended the Culinary
Institute of America in New York City
and also studied cuisine in (esi, Italy.
"We have found great people who
have great experience," Hannan said.
While the majority of the food
served on-campus is still prepackaged, Hannan said there are much
better ways to prepare and serve food
compared to what has been done in
die nisi. ,iiHI also compared to the
methods of other schools.
I le described a new method UDS
is implementing where food is prepared as it is needed, rather than preparing a certain amount to last over
the course of several hours.

Photo for your Sweetheart
Trends! on Main in combination with
Main Street Photo presents:
Photo for your SweetheaM

{

date: Ivbnidry lilh
time: lpm-4pm
cost: SI0.00
where: TRK\'DS! an Main

}

Come fai and gel dressed Ltp.aarssoiTOajndgei. >»>ur
picture taken! You'll receive a 5 x 710 i*ive to )«iir
sweetheart, aiul a one day 23% discount on nierch.
l.\o afifil. ntcasaty hi\l timtt ftrxt urve. Cashprrferred,)
l.i.l N. MAIN ST. • 119.352.4149

Brandon BookatzWagner
Patrick Carmean
Robin limmelhainz
lustin Kesler
Chariee McAninch
Thomas Moscato |r
Tyler Schuller
Nicholas Simmons

TAB KAPPA EPSILON
FRATERNITY
Derek Carlson
Joshua Velazquez

IETA PHI IETA
SMMITY. WC
Rrtttani Jones
Lynesha Richardson
Theresa Smith

Jamie Brucker
Benjamin FldJer
Anthony Gallina
LrykGrycza
Zachary Hinson
Nicholas Radford
Andrew Sclle
Aaron Smelizer

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 15,2010
710 1/2 Elm St-Three
bedrooms. 2 baths $740 00
per month plus utilities. Deposit
$740.00. Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11.

629 Elm St. - Three bedrooms
$885.00 per month plus utililies
Deposit $885. Limit 3 people. Has
garage, washer, dryer. A/C. Lease
5/15/10 - 5/7/11.

146 1/2 Manville - One bedroom
upper $420.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $420 00 Limit 2 people. Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11.

710 Elm St. - Three bedrooms.
$760.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $760.00 Has washer, dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars Lease
5/15/10-5/7-11.

722 Eighth St. - Three
bedrooms $575 00 per month
plus utilities. Deposit $575.00.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/1510-5/7/11.

517 N. Summit - Three
bedrooms. $1,050 per month
plus utilities. Deposit $1,050. Has
attached garage bint 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/15/10 - 5/7/11.

Available August 19, 2010
806 Scott Hamilton, - Four
bedrooms 2 baths $960.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit
$960.00. Has washer, dryer, C/A
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 Cars Lease
8/19/10-8/6/111.-8/6711.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
FRATERNITY
Kevin Bcres
Thomas Berteau
Christopher (ireggila
Brandon Shefveland

Michael Adams

Scholarship • Leadership • Service • Brotherhood/Sisterhood

®

Bowling Green State University

www.greekbgsu.com
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Llizabeth Albcrs
Kelsey Dinsmore
Abigail Dot son
Morgan Ford
Amanda Gtlles
lulie Girman
Kristen Grillot
Paige Hocketl
Martina Hogan
Tara Kerwin
Jessica Kirkpalrick
Bailey Lessig
Kiersten U'ssig
Courtney Nelson
Ashley Oliphant
Fmily Patch
RatherineWhitaker

smuTY

SIGMA NU
FRATERNITY

BGSU

Brought to you by

SIGMA KAPPA

Andrew Anny
Daniel Eddy
Nathan Floom

Kylene Bandelow
Andrea Davis
Rlizabeth FJIinger
Angela Fragnoli11 ,i ii u 111 HI
Stephanie Greco
Kerry Keyes
Danielle Kopp
Marissa [.ombardi
Jessica May
Caitlin McGcady
Rachael Otto
Molina Owens
Samantha Russell
Rebecca Seigneur
Michelle Smith
Kaiherinc Thomas
Kristen Zajac

¥

5. Late paying on bills,
credit cards, or other
expenses
6. No idea amount of
total debt

»nd

trie Hendrickson
Adam Levine
Michael Malvasi
Barry Rush

PHI Ml ALPHA
SINFINIA
PHI IETA SIGMA
FRATERNITY

SIGMA LAMBDA BAHMA

PHI KAPPA TAU
FRATERNITY

swaum

Wells said many departments
will also be getting scanners and
duplex will become a default
setting for printing.
In addition to efficient
equipment, services such as
faxing will become more
streamlined. Instead of printing
off a page and feeding it through
a fax machine, there will be a
centralized fax server. Petryshak
said this means individuals will
be able to send a fax or PDF
directly from the computer,
eliminating the need to print
first.
The software that drives the
pay-per-page system will be
installed and tested during the
Spring semester.

TEN warning signs ol too
much debt

would like to congratulate the following members on making the

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
FRATERNITY
layGrothauM

ing a job you can talk to the career
center," YingUng said "If you're
worried about classes you can
talk to your adviser. If youre worried about money you can talk to
student money management. If
you're worried about personal
or relational problems you can
talk to the counseling center. It's
important for students to know
there are tons of resources on
campus available to them if
they are feeling stressed or
overwhelmed. They should never
feel alone."

FRUGAL
FALCON$

Greek Affairs
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
SORORITY INC

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

256 S. College #A - Three
bedrooms. $750.00 per month plus
utilities. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

714 Eighth #B.- Two
bedrooms. $680 00 per month plus
720 Eighth St. - Three bedrooms
utilities. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$575.00 per month plus utilities.
Has A/C. Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11. '
Deposit $575.00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11.
712 Second. #A and #B-Two
830 Scott Hamilton - Three
bedrooms in each unit $960 00 per
bedrooms, 2 baths. $925.00 per month month plus utilities. Has dishwasher,
C/A. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
plus utilities. Has A/C. Limit 5 people
Limit 5 cars. Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
F»milie» wtth children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
.

raamnBaJayaattiaaal

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTERST KrosXromTicoSM]

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Faculty Senate meets
to discuss future of
residence, dining halls

Wednesday.f*cuary5J0J0_5

ART STUDENTS SELL GOODS FOR SPRING TRIP

Discussion of renovations brings about hopes of
increased student enrollment in trie next seven years
By Hannah Nussar
Reporter

£

Carol
Cartwright
President of the
University

The Faculty Senate met yesterday to discuss the budget,
enrollment and residence and
dining halls.
President Carol Cartwright
said the master plan, par- generated this year's budget
ticularly focusing on the first recommendations, included
seven'of 15 years, calls for new a commitment to a faculty
residence and dining halls for salary increase pool.
"Unfortunately, enrollments
fall of 2011.
"It is essential to make (theml are not yet strong enough to
high priority because we need make that a possibility this
to have new halls and new din- year," he said.
Borland said enrollment
ing facilities online and ready
for fall of 2011," she said. "The increased in both overall numdecisions we have... made will bers and diversity, compared
enable us to accomplish this to last year. In-state applicants
very ambitious goal."
have increased 23 percent
Cartwright said new resi- and there are 900 more out-ofdence and dining facilities are state applicants, a 61 percent
an important part of the over- increase from last year.
all enrollment strategy.
There are 310 more Michigan
She also emphasized the applicants this year than last
academic objectives of year, and 67 more from Illinois.
the master plan. She said Borland also said there are also
the University is consid- 156moreinternationalapplicants
ering anticipating enroll- when compared to this time last
ment growth and looking year. So far, the University has
forward to accommodate admitted 1,674 more students
that growth.
than one year ago.
"We're seeing progress," he
Ken Borland, senior vice president and provost of academic said.
Carl Walling, president of
affairs, said there are four priorities for the FSBC process: the Graduate Student Senate,
improving enrollment, achiev- said the group is collecting
ing regional re-accredidation, donations for Haiti victims;
addressing college needs and GSS is accepting items such
as canned food, diapers and
increasing faculty.
Borland said the 2009 first aid items. The deadline for
governance process, which donations is Feb. 19.

Did You Know...

The average coach airline
meal costs the airline
$4.00.The average first
class meal: $50. <^-Jt\.,_-—-

COURTNEY STELLAR i MBGNEWS

WORKING: Jacqui Proctor, a sophomore 2D Art major, works the stand for the 20 Artist Association m the Fine Arts Center The group is selling goods such as. cookies, donuts, frames.
student made items and more until tomorrow. I I proceeds go toward the Association's trip to New York this Spring

Time management skills help students curb stress
By Emily Tucker

Reporter

With students learning the techniques of time management,
the campus is split between
early birds and night owls.
Faith Yingling, director of
Wellness Connection, said the
basis of how students choose
when to take their classes is
because of time management.
Some students function better
in the morning, and others need
more sleep in order to work.
"Finding out when you can
get the most work done is good,"
Yingling said. "The earlier you
figure this out, the better."
Yingling said students should
take their most challenging
classes when they are most alert.
She also suggested students
utilize a calendar or planner,
and they should put in free time
to relax. An overload of work can
cause students to stress, especially when they do not take

in, yet she does not want to have
classes at night when she could
it affects my desire to go to class. I'm more likely hang out with her friends.
"I always feel like 1 miss out
to skip because by the time I am supposed to be on sweet times with friends
and roommates when I have
to turn in before midnight,"
going to class I'd rather stay home."
Ackerman said.
Amy Ackerman | Junior
Although she has a class at
8:30 in the morning, and the
has always tried to schedule her rest of her classes are spread
time for themselves, she said.
out throughout the day, she
"The more students learn time classes in the morning.
She had one night course in said the quality of classes
management, the better off they
will be," she said. "This can lead Fall 2008, and she has not had makes up for it.
Next year, the College of
another until now. This semesto minor health related issues.'1
Yingling said students could ter, Bockmore has to go to two Education will be making
lose sleep or not get enough night classes for three hours Ackerman's schedule for her,
so her classes will either be
exercise or proper nutrition if each every week.
Bockmore said she likes to early in the morning or later
they do not learn time management and how to plan out their get her classes done early in the in the day. She said she would
morning so she has free time to rather opt for having classes
schedules.
Wellness Connection has a work and hang out in the after- later in the day.
stress presentation where they noon and at night. She said she
"When I've started class any
talk about classes and when plans on setting her schedule later than 10 |a.m.|, it affects
my desire to go to class," she
students work the best. The best up this way as often as she can.
way for students to get help with
Amy Ackerman, a junior, said. "I'm more likely to skip
making the best schedule is talk- schedules her classes for the because by the time I'm suping to their advisor, Yingling said. middle of the day. She said she posed to be going to class I'd
luliann Bockmore, a sophomore, likes to have extra time to sleep rather stay home."

"When I've started class any later than 10 [a.m.],

HPVFact#16:
It is estimated that each minute in the
US, there is a new case of genital warts.
HPV Fact #8:
Guys can't get screened for HPV.
So there's no way to know if a guy has
the virus or is passing it on.

Why risk it
Visit your campus health center.
OHMI41UIUilk. taL

FORUM

"We have brought in accomplished sous chefs who will run all the
outlets of on-campus dining," '
- Pat Hannan, executive chef of University Dining Services [see story, pg. 1].
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PcU r LE ON TH C J I R t C T Where do you think the University's food comes from?
"A farm."

"Cleveland."

"BGSU dining

"I don't know where it

MONTHERALOMI.
Freshman.
Marketing

TRAVIS WALKER.
Freshman.
Undecided

Pat Robertson is an
embarrassing example
of faith gone wrong
HIKETHURAU
COLUMNIST

L
YOU might not find this in
any history books, but during the Haitian revolution
the plantation slaves had an
ace in the hole when it came
time to revolt against their
masters: Satan.
That's because they made a
pact with the devil in which
Haiti gets independence but
is forever cursed. Or at least,
that's how Pat Robertson
tells it.
While developing a humanitarian concern for the long
suffering people of Haiti is
certainly a commendable
trend, some people simply
refuse to jump on the bandwagon. I've heard of people
blaming the victim for things
like burglary, rape, mugging
and assault — but an earthquake? Come on.
Pat Robertson is an inspiration to millions of Christians
in the United States and
abroad. His words carry a
great deal of moral weight
within this community, and
he is by many accounts considered a wise Man of God.
But that doesn't stop him
from being dead wrong about
certain things. By connecting the Haitian earthquake
with some fanciful "deal
with the devil" he is not only
implying the Haitian people
deserved what they got, he
is also espousing a highly
irrational and harmful lens
through which to view the
world. I am not a Christian,
but as a fellow American, I
regard Pat Robertson as an
embarrassment.
Pat Robertson is not a shock
jock. He doesn't try to make
outrageous statements in the
hopes of gaining a little bit
of free publicity. If this were
the case, we could ignore him
and chalk it up to an insecure personality desperately
seeking attention. However,
he sincerely believes what he
says and if you ask him where
he gets (hose crazy ideas, he
will tell you he gets them from
the Bible.
Needless to say. there's
more than one way to read
the Bible. There are nearly as
many interpretations as there
are followers in some denominations, but church leaders

*

comes from, but I'm

headquarters."

VISIT us: AT
BGVIEWS.COM

convinced they put

Have your own take on

some crack in it"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

SAM AN TH A

CLARISSA FRANCIS,

Senior,

a question? Give us your

GOLDSTEIN.
Freshman. TCOM

feedback at bgviewsxom

Africana Studies
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"But that doesn't
stop [Robertson]
from being dead
wrong about certain
things. By connecting
the Haitian
earthquake with
some fanciful 'deal
with the devil' he is...
implying the Haitian
people deserved
JULIE REITH I THE BG NEWS

what they got."
tend to have more influence
than the layman. And it is for
this reason Pat Robertson is
dangerous.
The fallout over the
Robertson comments shows
there is still a majority of people who recognize BS when
t hey hea r it. The fact t hat bot h
the majority of Christians
as well as the more secular
minded public are unwilling
to take Robertson seriously
on this issue should give us
hope that we still have some
degree of sanity left in our
collective noggins.
It's a good thing most of
us can agree Pat Robertson
is crazy; however, we might
start to disagree about exactly what makes him crazy.
Christian friends of mine
would argue a skewed interpretation of the Bible has lead
him to make wild accusations
that have nothing to do with
the word of God.
I say Robertson is simply
doing what he feels is right,
according to his faith. Pat
Robertson truly believes the
Bible is the word of God and
he does his best to live his
life according to what it says.
That could mean donating X
number of dollars to charity,
or it could mean damning the
victims of natural disasters.
The important thing is
Pat Robertson lives a life of
faith, and it is worth examining what a life based on faith
looks like.
Respond to Mike at
tlieneuis@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want, to say about an opinion col
umn or news story? Heres how to get in touch with w.
us
for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

The creative nature of the human imagination
can lead to dangerous conspiracy theories

The 1 lliiniiii.it i the Zionists,
the Bilderberggroup and other
such fringe organizations are
among many trying to take
over our world.
These institutions are small
groups among many conspiracy theories floating around
the Internet and elsewhere.
Surprisingly, a lot of people
believe these crazy ideas
and will passionately argue
about them. I've met intelligent and educated people that
still believe in a conspiracy of
some sort.
Recently, I heard Jay-Z and
Kanye West were inducted into
the illustrious Freemasons,
and Barack Obama is an honorary member of the Bi Iderberg
group (and quite possibly the
antichrist). Rockstars and
iconic pop figures are still trying to brainwash the youth
and control their minds.
There are people who
believe Tupac or Elvis are
alive somewhere. There are
too many theories to mention.
Scouring the Internet I realized just how vivid people's
imaginations can be, taking
on an almost schizophrenic
quality when you think about
how elaborate and just downright stupid some conspiracy
theories can be.
The danger is conspiracy
theories can be used to justify
hate. This is evident in the case

k

Protestant America it was antiCatholicism and anti-Masonry.
The Freemasons were, to early
Americans and people in postcolonial countries, an embodiment of ok! European monarchy.
Historian Richard Hofstadtersays
the Illuminati was viewed as a
libertine, anti-Christian movement, given to the corruption of
women, cultivation of sensual
pleasures and violation of property rights.
Conspiracy theory is a term
used to identify the phenomenon in which people believe
some secret military, religious,
banking or fraternal organization is secretly running the
world. This theme has made
Hollywood billions, and made
authors like Dan Brown millionaires. These claims are
almost always outlandish and
unfounded. Think "X-Files" or
Oliver Stone's "JFK."
These theories are almost
always an attempt to make
our lives more elaborate than
they actually are. Conspiracy
theorists like Senator Joseph
McCarthy used people's
fears to attack every left wing
thinker in Hollywood and the
political arena. His ideas were
used to demonize people for
having ideas that were radical
in the eyes of some members
of society.
The danger of these ideas
is they skew our view of the
world and of each other.
The religious millenialists'
greatest anxiety, according
to Hofstadter, is always that
we are living in the final
days. Every calamity, war
and great political/social

upheaval is a sign of the
end. The millenialists wants
people to live in this sense
of heightened fear and
paranoia. This paranoia
can then be used by some to
endorse very drastic action
by believers.
Thinkabout cult members
committing suicide because
they believe the world will
end. Their conspiracies are
never small, but are of apocalyptic upheavals that could
mean the death of whole
worlds, political orders and
human values.
In conspiracy theories,
things become muddled
because people are dealing in ultimate good versus
ultimate evil. This means
no negotiation is possible
— only the total extermination of one by the other.
It's either the Freemasons
take over the world or we
destroy them.
The conspiracy theorist
always has the upper hand
and views him or herself as
the oppressed. This is the
same way the Ku Klux Klan
viewed themselves — as victims of a black conspiracy to
take over the world.
We all need to open our eyes
to the truth, which is that the
world is a bit too big for any
one group of people or person
to rule. We also need to realize
real life is very simple and no
one is trying to brainwash you
or your kids.
Respond to llama at
thenews@bgnews.com

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP MEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras
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of Nazi Germany and its use of
the lewish conspiracy stories
to justify hate of the lewish
population of Germany at the
time. Anti-Semitic sentiments
and lewish conspiracy theories are very old and were used
as far back as the Spanish
inquisition, all the way to the
theory of the "Protocols of the
elders of Zion."
The Web site "exposingsatanism.com" is dedicated
to showing the public the
subliminal ways in which
Satanism has penetrated society. It breaks down how symbols in our everyday life can
be satanic ploys to brainwash
our children. The site criticizes everything from Harry
Potter to Snakes and Ladders.
They discuss other religious
symbols like the Egyptian
"ankh" as a Satanic symbol
of hedonism and lust. The site
claims Time Warner's logo is
some kind of satanic symbol
and Dungeons and Dragons is
a tool of satanic manipulation
and control.
What is it in our nature
that feeds our need to live
in a world full of shadowy,
ominous figures plotting our
demise? Conspiracy theorists
exist in every shape and form.
They can be found among the
far left all the way to the far
right. They are ubiquitous,
existing in every nation. In
the Rwandan genocide, conspiracy theories were at the
heart of fear and hate for the
Tutsi minority.
Theories all hinge on how some
evil is conspiring to rule the world
or corrupt the innocent In early

SLOGGING
Check out the sports
bloq for the latest in BG
athletics.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

SEAN SHAPIR0.SP0RTS EDITOR
KYLE SCHMIDLIN, FORUM EDITOR

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editoi
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for venftcation purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editoi may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or hei discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Gates pitches
$768.2 billion
defense budget
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Defense Secretary Robert Gates
is urging Congress to approve the
Obama administration's $768.2
billion Pentagon budget request.
saying America needs "a broad
portfolio of military capabilities."
Gates joined Adm. Mike
Mullen, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, in outlinina
fiscal 2011 budget proposals
to the Senate Armed Services
Committee. Gates said the
United States must "prepare for
a much broader range of security
challenges on the horizon.
He said a continuing threat of
terrorism from "nonstate groups."
is among the challenges. And
Gates added that such 21st century threats "transcend the familiar contingencies that dominated
U.S. planning after the Cold War."

BGNCWS
WIRE
SOURCES

McCain against
changing policy on
gays in military
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen
John McCain is bristling at the
Pentagon's decision to launch a
yearlong study into allowing gays
to serve openly in uniform, saying
he is "deeply disappointed and
calling the assessment "clearly
biased because it presumes the
law should be changed
McCain, the top Republican on
the Armed Services Committee.
said the current policy is not ideal.
but that it has been effective
His remarks were in direct
contrast to Adm Mike Mullen, who
said it was his personal opinion
that lifting the ban was "the right
thing to do." Defense Secretary
Robert Gates suggested that
lawmakers should stand down
from the process until the military
can get a better handle on how to
proceed.

Mullen stresses the
importance of
winning both wars

Obama touts federal
help for small
businesses

WASHINGTON - The chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff said yesterday the next 12 to 18 months will
be critical to reversing momentum
gained by insurgents in Afghanistan.
with nothing short of the war torn
nations security at stake

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Barack Obama is promoting ah idea
to free up more cash for smaller
businesses that are hurting in the economic downturn.

Not only that. Adm. Mike Mullen
told the Senate Armed Services
Committee: "Our future security is
greatly imperiled if we do not win the
wars we are in.

As part of a bid to sell his economic agenda and re-energize voters.
Obama is traveling to politically significant New Hampshire on Tuesday
to draw attention to a proposal he
mentioned in his State of the Union
address last week.

Further, he added. "The outcome
of today's conflicts will shape the
global security environment for
decades to come"

The president wants to funnel 150
billion to local banks so that they can
help small businesses get the financing they need.

AfghanistanAfghanistan for the
next year and a half commitment in
Afghanistan by sending 50.000 more
troops there by fall

While in Nashua. N.H.. Obama
plans to conduct his second town hall
in six days, a format that allows him to
show engagement with the public and
counter a sense of remoteness
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Top uniformed officer: Gay ban should be lifted
By Ann* Flaharty
and Ann* Goran
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON—The military's
top uniformed officer yesterday
made an impassioned plea for
allowing gays to serve openly in
uniform, telling a Senate panel
it was a matter of integrity and
that it is wrong to fprce people to
"lie about who they are in order
to defend their fellow citizens."
The comments by Adm. Mike
Mullen, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, set the stage
for the Defense Department's
yearlong study into how the
ban can be repealed without
causing a major upheaval in
the military.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates, appearing with Mullen
before the Armed Services
Committee, announced plans
to loosen enforcement rules
involving the "don't ask. don't
tell" policy that has been in

"I cannot escape being troubled by the fact
that we have in place a policy which forces
young men and women to lie about who they
are in order to defend their fellow citizens."
Mike Mullen I Admiral
effect since 1993.
President Barack Obama has
called for a repeal of the policy,
although he did little in his first
year in office to advance that
goal. If he succeeds, it would
mark the biggest shake up to
military personnel policies since
President Harry S. Truman's
1948 executive order integrating
the services.
"No matter how I look at the
issue," Mullen said, "I cannot
escape being troubled by the
fact that we have in place a
policy which forces young men
and women to lie about who
thev are in order to defend their

fellow citizens." Noting that
he was speaking for himself
and not for the other service
chiefs, Mullen added: "For me,
it comes down to integrity —
theirs as individuals and ours
as an institution."
Congress enacted the law that
enshrined the "don't ask" policy,
which was intended to soften the
previous blanket prohibition on
gays in the military. "Don't ask"
says gays may Wive so long as
they kept their sexuality private.
Gay rights organizations have
called that an insult and have
said it is a form of discrimination.
Repeal of the ban would

require a new law passed by
Congress. Gates and Mullen
said their efforts are intended to
make sure the Pentagon is ready
when that time comes.
The hastily called session gave
Obama high-level cover on a
divisive social issue complicated by the strains on an all-volunteer military force of fighting
two wars,
(iates, who says he is a
Republican, is the only member
of former President George W.
Bush's Cabinet whom Obama
asked to stay on. He has gained
a reputation for candor and caution. Mullen's words were a forceful endorsement from a careful
man, but his very appearance,
starched uniform and four stars
on view, spoke as loudly.
Gates drew unusually pointed and partisan criticism from
Republicans on the panel for
saying that the review will
examine how, not whether, to
repeal the ban.

FUN FACT:

CAMPBELL HILL

Oak trees do not
produce acorns |
until they are
fifty years of
age or older.

MECCA

APARTMENTS

White Castle 610 Main
One 3 Bdrm. Two 1 Bdrms - Close to Downtown

a
o
u.

Willow House 830 4th St.
1 Bdrm
Evergreen Apts 215 E Poe
Studios, 1 & 2 Bdrms - Close to Campus
Fox wood Manor 839 7th Si
1 Bdrm - Laundry on site, Close to Campus
10% off for all but studios
until the end of February

Check out web for more GREAT PLACES

SPRING EXPO

Tuesday
February 9, 2010
Perry Field House
10:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.

• $99 Security Deposit
per person w/ pg
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
■ Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave
■ Plenty of Parking
' Dishwasher
■ Garbage Disposal

• $99 Security Deposit
per person w/ pg
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

U

Starting X

Starting at

$735/month

$900/month

• LNMea

+ UtabaB

Greenbriar, Inc.

WWW.meCCabg.COm I

BGSU JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR

3 Bedroom
Townhouses

419-353-5800

Management Inc.

0)

Townhouses

2 Bedroom

1045 N. Main7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

THE BIGGEST & NEWEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE
ready todir

Where:
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
2nd Floor
Multi-Purpose Room 228

INTERVIEW
U/V T (scheduled at EXPO)

Wednesday
February 10, 2010
Perry Field House
8:30 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.

When:
Mon. Feb. 1 thru Fri. Feb. 5
Time:
9 A.M.-6 P.M.

» Dress professionally and
bring multiple copies of
your resume.
» Make connections with
recruiters.
» Explore co-ops,
internships, and careertrack opportunities with a
variety of organizations.
» Schedule interviews.
» Be prepared to present
your BGSU ID.

SPRING 2010
For an up-to-date list of organizations
coming to EXPO and workshops to
help you prepare for EXPO, login to
your WorkNet account via MyBGSU.
Make your future a priority!

■edu
Most Images Only $7, $8 and $9
-
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SIDELINES

FOOTBALL
BG National Signing
Day today
Football coach Dave Clawson
and his staff welcome in
another recruiting class to
join the Falcons for the 2010

COURTESY OF BG ATHLETICS

RUN: I reshman Joanetle Pettigrew i nipclcs m a me earlier this season.

aettigrew making strong impression as a freshman

season.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.

By Brad Frank
Reporter

If hard work is all thai matters,
leanette Pettigrew is going to bo
very successful.
Already in her short career at
BG, the freshman has shown the
ability of a standout track athlete
and the work ethic of a successful veteran.
Pettigrew won her first ever
collegiate event, the (i() meter
dash, at the BGSU Challenge

last month, and won the event a
week later at the lane I lerrmann
Invitational.
I-ast month, she was a twotime nominee for Mid-American
Conference Track Athlete of the
Week.
Her season-best of 7.67 seconds currently stands less than
two-tenths of a second behind
the school record.
She also was a part of the
■1x4(10 meter relay team that
placed first in the team's sec-

Tm just working to accomplish whatever I
can. My main goal is to go 100 percent, keep
putting in hard work all the time, and see
where that takes me."
Jeanette Pettigrew | BG sprinter/jumper

ond meet of the season.
Even before demonstrating
the ability to contribute to suecess in both team and indi-

vidual events, Pettigrew knew
how important her teammates
were to her. The team is quite
close, despite being so large

and so varied with field athletes, sprinters and distance
runners.
"I need my teammates. When
somebody is in doubt, there's
someone there to pick you up,"
she said. "We help each other
stay positive. We help motivate
each other as a team."
Pot most freshman athletes,
the uncertainty at the start of
See PETTIGREW | Page 7

www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on

Falcons bring down Huskies

your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing We may have
in-game updates.
www.twittcr.com/bqnewssports

Today in
Sports History
2002—The Patriots beat
the Rams 20-17 in Super Bowl
XXXVI.
1972—The 11th Winter
Olympics open in Sapporo.
Japan.
1942—Baseball owners
allow each team up to 14
night games.

The List
After a bounce back 85-67
win for the Falcon women's
basketball team last night,
today we take a look at the
top five performances from
the game.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

'HE HI, NEWS

RUNNIH': Lauren Pirxhasb rai ,s past NIU defenders in BG's 85-67 win last night.

I.Breske: In 25 minutes.
Tara Breske shot 7-of-15 from
the floor, leading the Falcons
in scoring with 16 points.

2. Prochaska: Lauren
Prochaska finished her
night with 15 points, seven

Balanced scoring effort leads
BG to win against

Notes: Falcon seniors
move up on wins list

rebounds, three assists and
three steals. She was also 4for-9 from behind the arc.
3. Nurse: Tamika Nurse
posted 14 points, five assists
and three rebounds. She was
a perfect 6-for-6 from the
free-throw line.

4. Hennegan: Maggie
Hennegan finished with 10
points and seven rebounds in
20 minutes of play.

5. Adams: NIU's
Mauvotyene" Adams had a
game-high 19 points, while
grabbing nine rebounds and
connecting on 9-of-10 free
throve

By Saan Shapiro
Sports Editor

After they saw their hopes of an undefeated Mid-American Conference
record crushed by Toledo, the women's
basketball team responded with an 8567 throttling of Northern Illinois in
Anderson Arena.
"I thought we did a good job on staying focused on what we need to do," liG
coach Curt Miller said. "I thought we
executed well, not all night, but we did
a good job of attacking them insideout."
BG improved to 18-5, 8-1 in MAC play,
while Northern Illinois dropped to 8-13,
2-7 MAC.
Tara Breske had a game-high 16 points,
leading an offensive effort that had four
Falcons score in double digits. Lauren
Prochaska 115), Tamika Nurse (14) and
Maggie Hennegan (10) also scored in
double-figures.
BG had a size advantage most of the

ft

game, as Northern Illinois had four
guards in for most of the night, leading
to a 41-34 advantage rebounding for the
I'alcons. Of those 41 rebounds, 17 came
on the offensive boards.
"I thought we did a good job of getting
on the offensive glass, and out rebounding a scrappy, physical team," Miller
said.
After back-and-forth opening minutes, BG started to take control of the
game, going on a 16-4 run to take a 10point lead and getting contributions
from all five players on the court.
"Our goal is always to come out strong,
and with everybody else contributing it
was a good run," Breske said.
Breske was particularly important
to BG taking control of the game, as
she controlled the paint, scoring II
first half points and grabbing three
rebounds.
SeeWIN|Page7

By Scan Shapiro
Sports Editor

With the win over Northern Illinois, BG's
senior class of Tara Breske, hiura riiigher
and Sarah Clapper picked up their 104th
career win, moving them into the third
place all-time for a senior class.
The win also allowed them to surpass
the seniors that were part of the 2007
Sweet Sixteen team that had 103 career
wins.
Next on the list is Kate Achter and
Whitney Taylor, who were in the class
of 2008, while 2009 graduate Lyndsey
Goldsberry still tops the list with 114
career wins.

Good month
With BG's win over Northern Illinois,
they improved their current win streak
for the month of February to 16 games.
BG went a perfect 7-0 in both 2008
and 2009, with their last February loss
coming to Ohio in 2007. In fact, that

loss was BG's only February loss since
the 2004-05 season as BG has gone an
impressive 33-1 during the month.
BG plays six more games in February
this season before closing out their season in March.
Miller keeps moving up
With the win, BG coach Curt Miller
moved into sole possession of fifth on
the list for most coaching wins in the
Mid-American Conference.
Now at 102 wins, Miller moved out of
a three-way tie with Western Michigan's
Ron Stewart and Miami's Maria
Fantarosa.
Miller now sits seven games behind
former Central Michigan coach Donita
Davenport, who had 109 career MAC
wins. BG has seven games remaining on
their MAC regular season schedule.
See SENIORS | Page 7
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Bengals Maualuga pleads
guilty to drunk driving
Covington. Ky. (API—Cincinnati
Bengals linebacker Key Maualuga
pleaded guihy to drunken driving
yesterday and received a suspended sentence
The rookie linebacker was
arrested four days ago after
police said he hit a parking
meter and two parked cars in
northern Kentucky.
He was charged with drunken and careless driving, and a
court hearing was scheduled
for Feb. 25.
He changed his plea to guilty
on the drunken-driving charge
yesterday and received a suspended seven-day jail sentence.
The careless drivingcharge
was dropped. Maualuga
had his driver's license suspended for 90 days and was
ordered to participate in an
alcohol and drug education
program.

Maualuga also was put on
He ranked fourth on the
probation for two years and team in tackles when he broke
ordered to pay a $884 fine plus his left ankle during a game
court costs. He'll also have against Kansas City on Dec. 27,
to make restitution for dam- forcing him to miss the final
ages from the accident, which regular-season game and a 26haven't been determined yet.
14 playoff loss to the lets.
In a statement released
After appearing in court yesthrough his agents, Maualuga terday, Maualuga told reportapologized "for letting every- ers he was sorry "for bringing
one down and making a ter- such great humiliation and
rible decision to drive under embarrassment to the team.
the influence.
... I will learn from this and
I wanted to acknowledge become a better person and a
fault quickly and accept the better man from all this. And
consequences for my actions, I will assure you that this will
which are the same that any- never happen again."
one else facing these charges
The Bengals said they were
would receive."
disappointed in the linebackMaualuga was a sec- er's conduct that led to the
ond-round draft pick out of arrest.
Southern California last year.
"We expect a higher stanHe quickly became a starter dard from our players, as is
and a fan favorite for his hard- stressed to them continually,"
hitting play.
the team said in a statement.

Pettigrew said. "I'll just leave
Jcanette
it up to my hard work, because
that's what got me here in the
Pettigrew
From Page 6
first place.
Won her first ever
"I'm just working to accomtheir college careers leaves
collegiate event last
them without the confidence plish whatever I can. My main
month
they showed while dominat- goal is to go 100 percent, keep
putting in hard work all the
ing in high school.
Pettigrew said she was no time and see where that takes
cess," she said. "The key for all
different entering her first two me."
With more than three sea- our athletes is to stay healthy,
meets of the season.
"I'm not going to say I did sons left, her career seems to work hard and compete with
confidence. Jeanette has the
expect it, but I'm noi going have no ceiling at this point.
With continued hard work, natural ability, work ethic and
to say that I didn't expect it,"
Pettigrew said, in regard to Pettigrew could be one of the competitiveness needed."
beginning her career with the most consistent scorers in
Pettigrew sat out the Tom
Wright Classic on Saturday
success she had. "Let's just say recent BG history.
BG coach Cami Wells com- with an injured hamstring, but
this; I know my best will get me
mented on the key for an ath- is expected to return to action
somewhere."
Her best has proven to be lete to both begin a career like in the team's next meet.
quite impressive for a fresh- Pettigrew as well as sustain
The team will not travel to
man. Pettigrew credits that to that success from season to South Bend, Ind., this weekend
for the Meyo Invitational in
the hard work she has put in season.
"The more successful and order to rest in preparation for
regardless of the level of conficonfident an athlete is from the the All-Ohio Championships
dence she has.
"I'm not going to leave the start, the more they can build in Bowling Green the followraces up to my confidence," on that confidence and suc- ing weekend.

PETTIGREW

CHOISIINAMCGIMNIS

WIN
From Page 6

Breske also stayed out of
foul trouhle, nol picking up
her firsl foul until only two
minutes remained in the
game.
"Tara was really good in the
first half and at the 3H minute
mark she got her first foul, so
we were ex< itcd-i li.n Tara was
able to play out of foul trouble,
Miller said.
While the Huskies did
respond with a 7-0 run late in
the first half. BG shot well in

SENIORS

the opening hall, hitting on
l6-of-37 attempts and grabbing 10offensive rebounds.
BG also forced Northern
Illinois into II first half
turnovers, as I'rochaska and
Breske had three and two
steals respectively,
I he I alrons entered half time
with a 43-29 lead.
In the second half, BG continued their dominance over
Northern Illinois, going on
a 14-0 run and holding their
opponent scoreless for seven
minutes.
"It was a big point of emphasis tonight on how we were

going lo start both halves,"
Miller said. "I though we
played with more passion
and emotion right off the bat,
and we really fell the firs!
four minutes of both halves
was the .No. 1 goal on the
board."
Northern Illinois did battle
backlatein thegamewhen Miller
inserted most of his bench, cutting the final deficit to IK points.
The Falcons go on the road
this weekend, as they head to
Ball Slate for rematch of the
2009 MAC Championship
when the Cardinals upset
the falcons.

"When you get your best post player back

From Page 6

and potential All-MAC performer it's an

We want tacos

For the third time this season fans went home with a
free taco from Taco Bell as BG
eclipsed the 85-poinl margin on a pair of free throws
by Tamika Nurse with 1:06
remaining.
Fans almost went home
with tacos against Eastern
Michigan, but BG failed to
score the elusive 85th point in
an 83-71 win.

emotional lift"
Back in action

Northern Illinois center Ebony
Ellis returned to action for the
Huskies after missing seven
games with injuries.
Ellis played 11 minutes, scoring three points and grabbing
sewn rebounds.
"When you get your best

post player back and potential All-MAC performer it's an
emotional lift. So we not only
had to guard her as post presence, but also as an emotional
presence for her team," Miller
said
With Ellis out, the Huskies
went 2-5. With her in the lineup
they have compiled a <>-8 record.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
842 B Seventh Street

Hurry »"»

• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS

Townhouses
3 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Laundry Onsite
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Central Air
10% off until
the end of February

• EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

• *?-^ -

■ *■» —
■*~

Bea

[E

Phone:419-353-5800
Email: info@meccabg.com

Management Inc.

FLU

FIGHTER
Knock Out HINl

FALCONS vs. Mi

THUMDAY, FEBRUARY 4 - 7
B8SU ICE ARENA

The BGSU icers host the Wolverines for their annual ORANGE OUT
game, and the first 500 BGSU Students in attendance will receive
FREE thunderstix, courtesy of BGSU Athletics...be therel

w

877- BGSU TICKET i BGSUFALC8NS C8M

BGSU STUDENTS FREE
WITH STUDENT I.D.

QLL ALONG!

520 E. Reed St. $525/month ipius eiortrici
525 E. Merry St. $525/month
507 E. Merry St. $525/month ipius eiectri. i

'-••It.Nt-WS

PASS: uacy Pontius makes a pass up-coutt in last night's win again

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main {our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to Campus
• Furnished/Unfurnished
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FALCONS TAKE DOWN HUSKIES

m-IP-imm*
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

'HE BG NEWS

CHRISTINA MCGINHIS

HOP: Lauren Prochaska looks to gel ms'de (he paml against NIU

VISION: Tamika Nurse sizes up the NIU defense.

'ME BC-NEWS

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

THE BG NEWS

CROWD: Jen Uhl looks to make a pass through the Huskies

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I THE BG NEWS

DRIVE: Tracy Ponitus drives to the lane

CHRISTINA MCGINNBi THE BG NEWT

CHEERS: Taia Breske is greeted by her teammates as she walks oft the court. Breske. along with fellow seniors Lailra Bugher and Sarah Clapper, posted their '04th career win

LAST CHANCE FOR
FREE SENIOR PHOTOS
9am-4:30pm
in the Black Swamp Pub
in the Student Union

Don't Be Left Out!
A free portrait session automatically
gets your photo in the 2010
KEY Senior Magazine to be published in April
You'll receive four poses to select prints if you choose.
Make cm appointment online at www.nujseniorportrait.com or walk-ins accepted.

WORLD

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

WORI.D BRIE
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Canadian official
seeks heart
surgery in U.S.

Barak: Peace with
Palestinians or
apartheid

Venezuela deports
suspected drug
smugglers

ACAPULCO. Mexico (AP)
- Gunmen have slain a Mexican journalist - (he third such killing so far
this year - and a top prosecutor said
yesterday there are few clues

ST. JOHN'S. Newfoundland
(AP) - The premier of Canada's
east coast province is undergoing
heart surgery in the United States
this week because the treatment
he is seeking was not available in
his home province.

JERUSALEM - Israel's defense
minister warned yesterday that if
Israel does not achieve a peace
deal with the Palestinians, it will
be either a binational state or an
undemocratic apartheid state

CARACAS. Venezuela (AP)
- Venezuela deported alleged major
drug traffickers to the US and
France yesterday, the countrys top
security official said.

Ochoa Martinez was shot in the
face as he left a food stand in the
town of Ayutla on Friday.
Two other Mexican journalists
were killed in early January, and 12
reporters were killed in Mexico during 2009.
The governmental National
Human Rights Commission said that
60 journalists have been killed since
2000. with eight others kidnapped
or vanished.
'In Mexico, increasing numbers of
journalists are the victims of threats,
intimidation, persecution attacks
and kidnappings in the course of
performing their work, the commission said in a statement Monday

The announcement about
Newfoundland and Labrador
Premier Danny Williams' plans
has triggered a debate since
Canada prides itself on its universal healthcare system.
Kathy Dunderdale. the
provinces deputy premier who
is taking over in his absence, said
Tuesday that Williams decided
to go to the United States for
surgery after weeks of consultation with his doctors. She did not
say where in the United States he
would seek care
Dunderdale says having the
surgery done in the province was
never an option. But she wouldn t
comment on whether the type of
surgery Williams was having was
available elsewhere in Canada..

Defense Minister Ehud Barak's
comments came in an address to
a security conference north of Tel
Aviv.
Israeli leaders rarely use the
term "apartheid" in connection to
the Palestinians The term, however.
has been used by Israel's harshest
critics to accuse it of using apartheid tactics against the Palestinians
"The simple truth is. if there
is one state* including Israel, the
West Bank and Gaza, "it will have
to be either binational or undemocratic. ... if this bloc of millions of
Palestinians cannot vote, that will
be an apartheid state.
Barak called for an immediate
resumption ol peace talks on all
outstanding issues, appealing
to the Palestinians to drop their
demand for a halt in construction in
Israels West Bank settlements first.
-Marklavie(AP)

8

4

Journalist killed in
Mexico, third
this year

Albertano Guinto. the acting
attorney general in the Pacific coast
state of Guerrero, said it was not yet
clear if the death of Jorge Ochoa
Martinez was linked to his work as
director of El Sol de la Costa, a small
newspaper that covers mostly local
politics and community issues southeast of Acapulco
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Suspected Colombian drug kingpin Salomon Camacho Mora. French
smuggling suspect Jean Marie
Bonnamy and alleged Colombian
paramilitary member Oscar Ospino
were escorted to helicopters at
Venezuelas secret police headquarters and ferried to the nations main
airport for deportation.

3

8
6
2;

2

5

1
3
1

Camacho Mora was sent to the
United States. Ospino to Colombia
and Bonnamy to France.

4

SUDOKU

Justice Minister Tareck El Aissami
hailed the deportations as evidence
that President Hugo Chavez s
administration is effectively fighting
drug trafficking, rejecting criticism
from US officials that Venezuela
has failed to stem the flow of cocaine
through its territory.

To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

"It demonstrates the efficiency
and firm commitment of our government and its institutions in the battle
against crime. El Aissami said
Venezuela is a mapr hub for traffickers smuggling Colombian cocaine
to the United States and Europe.
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Haiti food convoy attacked, UN warns of volatility

Preferred
Properties Co.

Men attack convoy delivering food to earthquake victims resulting in increase of security forces
By Paisley Dodd>
The Associated Press

of sheets and sticks and aid officials acknowledge they have not
yet gotten food to the majorPORT-AU-PRINCE,
Haiti ity of those in need. Mobs have
— Twenty armed men blocked stolen food and looted goods
a road and m'ed to hijack a from their neighbors in the
convoy of food for earthquake camps, prompting many to
victims, but were driven off by band together or stay awake at
police gunfire, U.N. officials night to prevent raids.
About 20 armed men blockadsaid yesterday as they warned
of security problems in a still- ed a street Saturday and attacked
a convoy carrying food from the
desperate nation.
The attack on the convoy as it airport in Jeremie, according to
carried supplies from an airport UN spokesman Vicenzo Pugliese.
in the southern town of Jercmic U.N. and Haitian officers fired
underscored the shaky safety warning gunshots and the men
in the streets that has added to fled the scene, Pugliese said. No
Haitians' frustration at the slow injuries were reported and no
pace of aid since the Jan. 12 one was hurt.
Haitian police have increased
earthquake.
Most quake victims are still their own patrols and are accomliving outside in squalid tents panying UN police guarding aid

distribution.
"The overall security situation
across the country remains stable but potentially volatile," the
UN mission said in a statement
yesterday.
In lacmel, also a southern
city, 33 escaped prisoners were
apprehended Sunday, the U.N.
said. Many prisoners escaped
when prisons collapsed.
While Haitians are still mourning friends and relatives, many
still unburied, anger at the government's sluggish response to
the quake is feeding political
resentment.
About 40 protesters gathered
outside the Haitian government's temporary headquarters,
holding placards to demand pay
for state workers. Many who had

Need
A
Job?
SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE

GROWING OUR
PROGRAM

jobs before the earthquake can't
return to work because buildings have collapsed.
Hundreds more waited outside
the migration agency yesterday
to renew their passports in the
hope they can leave the country
Others, despairing of government
help, paid men to excavate loved
ones from the nibble.
Hundreds gathered Monday
at a gravel pit in Titanvcn where
countless earthquake victims
have been dumped, turning a
remembrance ceremony for
the dead into one of die first
organized political rallies'since
the disaster.
Many denounced President
Rene Preval and called for the
return of ousted President |eanBertrand Aristide.

Find A Place To Call Home
www preterredpropertiesco com

HAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haver House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood {small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown}
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4 30
530 S. Maple St
419-352-9378
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FREE TIRE REPAIRS
FREE 36 Month Pro Rated Road Hazard Protection On Every Passenger & Light Truck Tire We Sell
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BGSU SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE MEETING

SCM program is Nationally Recognized
Benefits of a Supply Chain Management Specialization
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1) Salaries above $48,000/yr. plus Bonuses

2) Co-op & Internship opportunities leading to full-time employment
3) Over $40,000 awarded in Scholarships
4) SCM Companies: John Deere, BP, HP, Bendix, Emerson Climate Tech,

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
FOR FALL 2010

Bechtel, Honda, Honeywell, SAIC, Owens-Corning Marathon and ect...
5) Student organizations (ISM & APICS)
Come join us on Feb. 8,2010 at the Supply Chain Management
Institute Meeting to learn more about the specialization.
Interact with faculty and company Vepresentatives and meet
current students.

BGSU Supply Chain
Management Institute Meeting

101 Olscamp Hall
ftjssi Monday, February 8,2010

BQSU.

COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ APTS
451 & 424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

903-935 Thurstin
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
J750oo
• Starting at'
sr m
onth
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
> Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
• Starting at
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
• Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
> Plenty of parking

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE
506 & 514 N. Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
> Starting at ^ J9ib°!
+ utilities
^rn">r>th
1
On-site laundry
'Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace. Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

IOtnHQOMtNt1kni***1Km i

To Register Contact Karen Williams
Call: 419 372 6963
E mail: karenwic'bgsu.edu

f

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm

\

445 t Wooiti-t
,
Bowling Green OH J )4 <?.
419 352-071'
www greenm!.;i:en lis cum

CLASSIFIEDS
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For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

^

brought to you by

"10-11 s.y leases/apts. houses, efts
930 E Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p

NEWS

3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St. BG Available May
Small pets OK. call 419-308-3525

•"Avail now 1 8 2 apts.
Etl low as S275.
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p

Classified Ads

419-372-6977

426 E Wooster, large 1 BR apt
Avail Fall 2010. $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
Avail Aug 2010. all upgraded.
large houses, call 419-308-2458.
3 Bedroom houses
2l8DillSt-$1000/mo.
227 E. Reed-$1000/mo,
127 Georgia Ave - S975/mo,
606 Fifth St - S900/mo.
226 E Merry-S812'mo,
131 N Church - S750/mo.
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -$750/mo
3 BR apt: 443 N Enterprise -550/mo.
1 BR ads; 112 Ridge St - 350/mo.
8 443 N Enterprise - S300/mo.

For Rent

1 & 2 BR apis, close to campus.
available NOW. May S August
Call 419-708-9981

12 month leases starting May 2010
122 N. Enterprise - 1BR Duplex.
S390'mo • util
322 E Court • IBRapt.
S440/mo includes all util.
226 N Enterprise - 2BR Duplex
S730/mo.
525 Manville - 3BR House,
S700/mo ♦ util
837 3rd St - 3BR Duplex.
S870/mo +util
www.BGApartments com
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8917

House for Rent 225 Palmer Ave.
3BR. 1 bath
Call 419-353-5078
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2. M-F.
www bgapartments com
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgvlews.com

2010-2011. 1 S 2BR. May or Aug
1 8 2 BR avail now, short & long
term For more info call 354-9740
or contact ghoverson@woh.rr.com

NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
May Lease 2010-2011
133 1/2 S College - 3br 2 ba S950/m.
239 S College - 4br 2 ba S885/mo.
2 Orchard Circle - 4br 2 ba S1050/m.
208 Troup - 4 br 2 ba S1050/mo.
824 5th St - 4 br 2 ba SlOOO/mo.
August Lease 2010-2011
227 S College - 3 br 1ba S990/mo,
308 S College - 4 br 2 ba S1050/mo,
402 S College - 3 br 1 ba S825/mo.
241 Manville - 4br 2 ba S850/mo.
249 Manville - 4br 2 ba S1050/mo.
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com
Housing Directory www.bgviews.com

2BR apts. 4lh St pets welcome.
SSOO'mo +gas/elec. water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3 BR townhouses. lease tor 2010s/y.
Scott Hamilton SI. 4th St & 5th St
Clean and well maintained
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

3BR house - 248 Troup.
W/D/hookup. avail. Aug 15.
S825/mo . util.
3BR. 2 bath - 1 University Lane.
avail Aug. S975/mo + elec.
Call 419-353-2787 8 leave message
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3BR. each w/ private full bath,
close to campus. $950/mo
Call 419-708-9981.
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City Events
Softball Leagues NOW FORMING!!
How about some ADULT Slow Pitch
Softball this spring/summer!
Leagues now forming for 2010. Coed
men's, women's 8 church leagues.
Organizational meeting on
Thursday. February 4 at 7pm at
Carter Park Red Building (South
Facility) 441 Campbell Hill Rd. BG.
If you can make the meeting, great!
Otherwise, for more info or to enter.
contact: Tim Dunn. Director
at 419-409-1942 or
email: tdunnbb@yahoo.com
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BURRITO IDOL

Sing a Burrito Song at
Speedy Burrito &
Get 1/2 Off Burrito!
Thurs-Sat: 12am-3am
Winner gets 1 Burrito FREE
a day for a week!
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Group of five
Historic Nile excavation site
Heading up
Metal industry acronym
Grazing ground
Book after II Chronicles
Miraculous
Delon and Resnais of
French film
9 Classic man's-best-friend
novel
10 Chevron competitor
11 Seaman
39 Outdo
12 Against
40 Get no use
13 Mall tenant
43 Root crop high in
14 Something a Parisian
vitamin C
might get stuck on?
44 Yellowstone attraction
21 Deviate from team
45 Actress Tomei
strategy
46 Daddy Warbucks's
24 Netflix genre
hired muscle
50 Not pulling any
26 Jane Eyre's charge
Varens
punches
29 Personal or special
52 Infinitive with a
circumflex
things
31 Big-headed?
53 Receipts
56 Drum filler
33 Joe Buck's friend
34 Breeding center
58 Soup-to-go need
35 The Great Barrier Reef
borders it
36 It's usually a regular
one worn backwards

Items in a modern bibliog.
Charmers
Clock-setting std.
Tim of "Private Practice"
Steady
West Indian sorcery
It may be at the end of the In
Vivacious wit
Erato's instrument, in some
depictions
"My Fair Lady" race site
Cadiz's region
Put on again
Smooth, lustrous quality
Bowling pin wood
Where you might see a cop
aim a gun
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VILLAGE
• Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU*
• Pet friendly community •
* Gas included*
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Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

APARTMENTS

Burritos
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1 One making a brief contribution?
10 Missile Command game
company
15 Writer painted by Manet
16 Went wild
17 Family racing enthusiast
18 Island where Icarus was
imprisoned
19 The Jonas Brothers, e.g.
20 Panini cheese
22 Northwest Passage explorer
23 Actress Paquin et al.
25 Prefix with skeleton
26 "You wish!"
27 Nobelist Hammarskjdld
28 One who refuses to take an
oath?
30 Sub builder?
31 Examine closely
32 Parka material
34 Place to pick up a cat
37 Aplenty
38 Fawners
40 Madrigalist's accompaniment

Campus Quarters Sports Bar!
WED FREE pool on ALL 4 tables
and HUGE 32oz drafts for only S3!!
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ACROSS

Campus Quarters Sports Bar
SuperBowl SUPER PARTY Feb 7th!
Power Hour 5-6pm!!
The big game on 13 big TV's!
Shot 8 drink specials all night!
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Services Offered

Need a Summer Job?
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Play Sports! Have Fun Save Money
Maine camp needs counselors for
all land, adventure 8 water sports.
Great summer! 888-844-8080, apply
campcedar com
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!BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
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Help Wanted

www meccabg com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

CAMP CANAD1
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424 E Wooster. Lg 3 BR apt. great
location, avail Fall 2010. S950/mo.
utils incl Call 419-352-5882
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3BR house. 423 Clough St
SlOOO/mo, avail May '10.
Call 419-354-0099

4 BR w/1 1/2 baths. W/D. garage
8 large deck, corner of 8th 8 Elm.
Call 419-305-5987 for more info
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fn (10-1)
P/ease call for an appointment.
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1-2 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $504!

Days Inn

On selected floor plans
■ Ground floor ranch
■ Private entrance
• Patio
Now Open
a
Spacious kitchen Saturdays
10-3! I
•Pets welcome!

• Rooms equipped with
fridge, microwave & stove
• King or two double beds
• Free cable TV
• Free local & long
distance calls
• Hair dryer and
coffee maker available
in room
• Free continental breakfast

:

REE HEAT

SPECIAL SPRING
RATES AVAILABLE!

VAMITIICMAKI
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Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

I I gggg1

t

Right Across from BGSU!

$439/month

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

p: 419-352-1520
f: 419-354-3182
1740 E. Wooster St.

HEINZSITE
1 & 2 BEDROOMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Close to BGSU
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Central Air & Heat
No Pets
Washer & Dryers (ki 2 bedrooms)
Sprinkler Systems
OH Street Parking
419-353-5800
1045 N Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

meccabg com ■ infot^rneccabg.com
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Price

Package

School Year
Listings Available

Price I

Package

Cookie (12 Cookies)

10.99

Cheese

Brownie (12 Brownies)

10.99

WingS (CHOICE Of HONEY B80 OR BUFFALO)

Small Sub (Serves 10-12)

35.99

10 Wings

6.99

Large Sub (Serves 20-25)

71.99

20 Wings

13.99

Vegetable

12.99

40 Wings

29.99

Fruit

20.99

Relax, Secure your Rental before Spring Break!

26.99

Chips & Seven Layer Dip

MffMMUL
930 E. Wooster 6 BDRM. i'P-on.
315 & 321 E. Merry 4 BDRM.

19.99

SEMESTER LEASES AVAILABLE1

Houses, Apts., & Efficiencies

www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu
114 S. Main St.

1

117 N. Main St.

1

109 1/2 N. Main St. #H & G

BGSU CL
DINING#0

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

All next to Campus • Blocks from Downtown • Free Internet

419.353.0325
■

• Downtown apartments

1

• Conveniently Located
• Starting at $325
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